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Abstract: Computer programming is a cognitive and formal problem solving process that can
involve many possible solutions. Thus, manual evaluation of programming exercises is an onerous
task, in particular in the case of numerous exercises and programming classes with many students.
Once the assessment is automated, the effort put forth by teachers can be reduced; however, he
should consider all possible solutions for each exercise to create model solutions or to train
automatic assessment systems. In order to assist teachers in analyzing programming exercise
solutions, this paper proposes a strategy based on clustering and LSA (Latent Semantic Analysis)
techniques to identify classes of solutions that represent rubrics and automatically sort based on
score the majority of the sets of exercise solutions. The results of the first experiments indicate the
ability of this strategy to identify solutions classes and to automatically classify the best solutions.
Keywords: Analysis of Exercises, Clustering, Programming, Rubrics.

1 Introduction
Computer programming is a complex process that formally specifies the steps involved in solving a
problem in a logical sequence for machine processing. However, this process can result in several
solutions to the same problem. Thus, manually evaluating a large amount of exercises, particularly
in large classes, is an onerous activity, as teachers must devote a great deal of time and effort to
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analyzing all possible solutions for each exercise.
Automatic assessment can help reduce the effort that is needed for evaluation; however, to
imitate the evaluation patterns of a teacher, such a system requires examples that have been
evaluated so that it is possible to compose model solutions or train systems for automatic
assessment.
In the first case, to assess the effectiveness of the system, the teacher must know all possible
solutions for each exercise. In the second case, in general, a teacher must manually evaluate for
each exercise at least 50% of a solution set to train an automatic assessment system. Given these
two possibilities for automatic assessment of programming exercises in MOOCs (Massive Open
Online Courses), reducing the evaluation effort remains a major challenge.
In other areas, to reduce the human effort involved in training supervised learning systems,
some strategies have been proposed to select a smaller and more representative set of training
samples. Selective Sampling [1] and the Active Learning [2] are some examples. In the
programming domain, a suggestion for recognizing a variety of solutions is to apply clustering
algorithms [3]. Following this idea and applying the strategy of [2] to reduce the evaluation effort of
teachers, this paper proposes a system of analysis, selection and classification of programming
solutions.
The proposed system combines clustering and LSA techniques to select the most representative
samples of each cluster for the teacher assigning scores to them and, based on these evaluated
samples, automatically classifies the samples that are most similar to them to form the training set
of an automatic assessment system.
The first results in real programming exercises indicate the effectiveness of the proposed
strategy in identifying model solutions such as rubrics as well as precisely classifying the best
solutions in a dataset of programming exercises. In conclusion, our strategy represents an important
contribution to because it analyzes the relationship between the features of the codes developed by
students and the similarity between patterns to recognize the best solutions in homogeneous clusters.
By recognizing these solutions, we help teachers to identify good indicators of programming
learning. Thus, the model solutions can also be used as references to inform good programming
practices.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a literature review and related
works. In Section 3, we describe the functional model of our strategy. In Section 4, we present and
discuss the experimental results of the proposed method. In Section 5, we offer conclusions and
ideas for future work.

2 Literature Review
A tendency to add more reliability to automatic evaluation mechanisms has been demonstrated by the
use of rubrics [4]. According to [5], a rubric is a scoring tool for qualitative evaluation of various
dimensions of student performance in learning activities. A scoring rubric contains several
components including one or more dimensions for receiving scores and examples that illustrate the
score scale for each dimension of performance [6].
Given that the reliability of performance evaluations can be improved by the use of rubrics [5],
automatic evaluation mechanisms have adopted anchors, which complement rubrics with examples
that illustrate various levels of learning [6]. Thus, anchors can be selected from students exercise
solutions to set score criteria.
In order to address problems such as automatically selecting anchors or model solutions from
the broad set of solutions, many technologies based on selective sampling [1] and active learning [7]
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have been developed.
In the case of selecting representative samples, the objectives are to reduce the efforts of human
experts to label training examples of supervised learning systems and to generate the largest and
best representation of the domain to be learned by such systems.
Taking these objectives into consideration, [2] have proposed an active learning strategy that
selects a minimum number of examples of Twitter texts for classification by a human specialist and
then automatically classifies a large number of other tweets based on them.
With respect to identifying rubrics, the goal is to inform both the teacher and the student about
the criteria of an assessment once a rubric is an instrument of scoring to qualitatively evaluate
multiple dimensions of student performance [5].
An example of rubric composition presented by Olmos [8] is an automatic evaluation method
for textual documents that applies the LSA (Latent Semantic Analysis) technique to identify and
evaluate conceptual axes from samples of texts written by students.
Learning Analytics has also contemplated the field of computer programming and tools to
support the assessment has been developed. An example is the technique to assess, analyze and
visualize students learning computer programming proposed by [9]. This work presents developing
metrics to analyze programming process that could support the formative assessment actions.
In order to evaluate programming learning, an initial step to identify models of solutions from
programs developed by students in the field of computer programming is proposed by [10]. This
proposal is based on clustering and classifies two representations into two clusters of model
solutions: a representation of the best solutions and a representation of the diversity of solutions.
The first representation is obtained from the more homogeneous cluster, and the second
representation is obtained from a heterogeneous cluster that brings together more examples of
programming solutions.
The two representations generated by the strategy of [10] may be used for the composition of
items to inform evaluation criteria based on the classes of scores assigned to samples of these
representations. The first representation of the samples, however, may be used as models for
automatic evaluation templates based on jigs. Samples from the second representation, in turn, may
provide a training set with higher representation of domain diversity for a semi-automatic
evaluation system based on supervised learning.
However, the method proposed by [10] is limited because it performs various clustering
settings to define an appropriate number of clusters, which offers a greater number of possibilities
to form clusters with the best representations of the model solutions. Using the Graph Clustering
Method in this work, we can overcome this limitation; we can set a minimum fixed number of
clusters (1, for example), and the clustering algorithm is able to adjust this number as its perception
of diversity evolves and as the need to generate more clusters to group different classes of solutions
grows.
In summary, our method combines the strategy of [2] and the concept of [10] to recognize
model solutions; it uses the LSA technique to identify latent factors from the relationship between
the features from C Language Source codes developed by programming students and clusters the
new representation of these codes to recognize model solutions to programming exercises, which
indicates successes in programming learning.
In the future, our strategy to represent diversity could be improved to provide examples of
pre-rated codes, which inform the evaluation criteria of teachers and train supervised learning
systems with less possibility of overfitting in a classification process for programming solutions.
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3 Selection of Solutions Model
Figure 1 shows the strategy for selecting model solutions for an automatic assessment system of
supervised learning and for composing rubrics.

Figure 1 Selection of Model Solutions Strategy
According to Figure 1, the proposed method is based on the proposal of [2] and occurs in two
phases. In the first phase, the documents are introduced into the algorithms that perform the
Clustering Process. This process consists of grouping solutions of a programming exercise and
mapping them in vectors in the Indexing phase. Each dimension of these vectors has Ci values
representing the frequency of occurrence of keywords, symbols, conditional structures, loop
structures, operators, functions of C language and logic variables, with values 1 (true) and 0 (False)
indicating whether a program compiles and runs. In summary, we have mapped each C program in
60 features or Ci values.
In the next phase, Indexing, the vectors representing all the developed solutions for a
programming exercise are combined in a Matrix M that is transformed by the LSA technique, which
reduces its dimensionality. In this case, sets of related features are associated with 12 factors
representing the relationship between these features.
In the Clustering Process, the vectors of M – which represent samples of programming
solutions that are analyzed and the samples more similar to each other – are gathered in clusters.
This is performed by the Graph Clustering Algorithm from the Cluto 2.1.2 software [11]. We have
chosen this algorithm because the number of clusters is set by the clustering algorithm itself
according to the following configuration parameters:
1.
2.
60%)

-method=graph (Clustering Graph Algorithm)
-edgePrune=0.6 (Cut of patterns between two clusters with similarity index less than

3.

-vtxPrune=-1 (Cut outliers. -1 means don’t cut outliers)

4.

-sim=cos (Cosseno similarity metric)

After the Clustering Process, the vectors are classified in descending order for each cluster
based on the average of internal similarities. In each cluster, the two most dissimilar solutions are
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presented to the teacher who is assigning them scores. If the scores of these dissimilar solutions are
identical, all other solutions in the cluster receive the same scores. At this point, there is a decision
level 0, i.e., LD0, as shown in Figure 1.
If the scores of the two selected solutions are different, these solutions are discarded, and
within the same cluster, the second most dissimilar solution is selected. At this time, two solutions
are presented to the teacher, who then gives them scores. If the assigned scores are identical, the
entire cluster receives the same score. Otherwise, the entire cluster is discarded and inserted in the
set Unknown Documents. This decision level is called LD1.
It is important to observe that the process of Extraction of the Most Dissimilar Patterns can go
farther the LD1 level, but it requires more human effort to assign scores.
After the distribution of model solutions between the Training Dataset and the Unknown
Documents set, the automatic assessment system is trained with the Training Dataset, and the
solutions of the Unknown Documents receive scores in a process of Classification that generates as
an output a Labeled Dataset.

4 Experiments and Results
In our experiments, we used a dataset containing 100 solutions for a programming exercise written
by students from different programming classes at a university. This dataset, called DS-A, was
indexed on 60 assessment variables Ci representing the Language C domain.
The scores were assigned by a teacher of programming to each sample of DS- A and were
distributed in five classes, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Classes of Score
Class

Number of
samples

Score range
(%)

A

20

]80, 100]

B

46

]70, 80]

C

22

]60, 70]

D

10

]50, 60]

E

2

[0, 50]

Dataset DS-A
The M matrix was transformed through the LSA technique into a matrix M' of 12 dimensions
that map the relationships between the variables of the Matrix M in factors.
Figures 2 and 3 show the graphics of clustering with the configuration parameters presented in
Section 3. Figure 2 illustrates how the six clusters were formed, presenting the relations of
similarity among their samples. The stronger the red color, the more similar to each other are the
two samples of a cluster. The stronger the red color of a cluster, the more homogeneous it is.
According to Figure 2, the clusters were organized from the bottom up in descending order of
similarity. Cluster 0, as in the graphs in Figures 2 and 3, is presented as the most homogeneous
cluster. It is also observed that the samples of Class A predominate in Cluster 0. This confirms the
assertion of Naudé[4], which states that programming exercise solutions with higher scores tend to
be more similar.
In the clusters of Figure 3, the red color represents positive values, white color values equal to
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zero and the green color represents negative values. Bright red/green indicate large
positive/negative values [11]
Graph (B) in Figure 3 shows that Cluster 1 is the second most homogeneous cluster, and Class
B lightly predominates in this cluster. In the remaining clusters, the classes appear more scattered.
We therefore conclude it is most likely to find models of the best solutions in the most
homogeneous clusters. In addition, through automatic classification, it is possible to set the classes
of other samples of these clusters in LD0 or LD1 levels, which will require less evaluation effort by
the human expert.

Figure 2 Analysis of Samples in Clusters

Figure 3 Analysis of Features in Clusters

4.1 Results
Tables 2 and 3 show the results obtained for the three classes with higher scores, i.e., the A, B and C
classes in the LD0 and LD1 levels. In these tables, TP, FP and FN indicate the number of True
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Positive, False Positive and False Negative classified samples. For each class, based on these values,
error (err) and accuracy (acc) values are calculated according to the following mathematical
expressions:
（1）
（2）
It is worth emphasizing that after the process of reducing the specialist’s efforts, the dataset has
its elements separated in the training and testing sets. Therefore, each class is replaced by part of its
sorted elements, and the remainder is carried to the classifier that labels them. Thus, the class is
replaced by 12 elements to be sorted in LD0 and 13 in the LD1 level. In Class B, there are 31 in LD0
and 32 in LD1. Class C is replaced by 5 elements in LD0 and 6 in LD1.
In tables 2 and 3, TP (True Positive) is the number of documents that the human expert labeled
as pertinent to a class and the algorithm also labeled as pertinent. FN (False Negative) is the number
of documents that the human expert labeled as pertinent to a class and that the algorithm labeled as
not pertinent. FP (False Positive) is the number of documents that the human expert labeled as not
pertinent to a class and the algorithm labeled as pertinent.
Finally, the error (h), i.e., the error value in a class h, is calculated as (FP + FN) / N, where N is
the total number of items in all classes.
In LD0, for example, we have 12 items in Class A, 31 in Class B and 5 in Class C, totaling 48
items. Thus, for Class A, according to the results of Table 1, we have: FP = 1 and FN = 12, with a
total of 13 errors. Thus, error(A) = 13/48 = 0.270833 and acc(A) = 1 - error(A) = 0.729167.
This same procedure is applied to the other classes to obtain the accuracy value in the LD 0 and
LD1 levels.
Table 2 Results of Automatic Assessment in the LD0 Level
Class
A
B
C

TP
0
20
2

FP FN
Accuracy
Recall
1
12
0.7291
0
4
11
0.6875
0.6451
21
3
0.5
0.4
Results per Class – Level LD0

Precision
0
0.8333
0.0869

According to Table 2, in the LD0 level, the patterns of Class B had better results according to
the Recall and Precision metrics. There were no TP classifications in LD0 for Class A. Thus, if there
were different samples of classes in the same cluster, they should be selected as one of the most
dissimilar samples, and possibly the best classification would occur in LD1, as we can see in the TP
for class A in the LD1 level in Table 3.
Table 3 Results of Automatic Assessment in the LD1 Level
Class
A
B
C

TP
9
14
3

FP FN
Accuracy
Recall
6
3
0.82
0.75
4
18
0.56
0.4375
14
3
0.66
0.5
Results per Class – Level LD1

Precision
0.6
0.7777
0.17

The classification results can be improved if the selection of training samples of the automatic
assessment system have a better representation of the diversity of solutions. In our work, this did
not occur because in the LD0 and LD1 levels, in general, the internal samples of clusters are labeled
with the classes that have the best scores. As the solutions labeled with low scores tend to differ,
they rarely enter the training set. Thus, the ability to generalize decisions is reduced in the automatic
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evaluation system.
The advantages of our strategy for the automatic assessment systems are not in the automatic
classification; once the good solutions are properly classified, there is still the possibility of model
overfitting because of the low amount of diversity in the selected samples for the training set.
However, the samples that are selected for evaluation by a teacher can be used as model solutions
because they are chosen in each cluster as being the most dissimilar samples. These solutions can,
therefore, form representations of rubrics and explain scores based on solved examples of good
solutions; this can help students in their programming learning process.

5 Conclusion
This paper presented a strategy of analysis and classification of solutions for programming
exercises by identifying model solutions and by training automatic assessment systems.
The results indicate that the proposed system effectively recognizes model solutions and
automatically classifies the best solutions, requiring less effort in analyzing solutions and assigning
scores. However, the system is still incapable of forming sufficiently heterogeneous clusters to train
an automatic assessment system and to classify the solutions associated with medium and low
scores.
For future work, we propose improving the formation of clusters to make them more
heterogeneous and to select training samples to represent the variety of solutions for programming
exercises, which increases the ability of an automatic assessment system to generalize, thus
preventing model overfitting. In conclusion, the main contributions of this work are a mechanism of
analysis of C Language Source codes that recognizes the best solutions, which can help teachers to
inform their assessment criteria and help students to obtain more qualitative feedback.
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